We present Nubeam (nucleotide be a matrix) as a novel reference-free approach to 9 analyze short sequencing reads. Nubeam represents nucleotides by matrices, trans-10 forms a read into a product of matrices, and based on which assigns numbers to reads.
as the Nubeam number to the binary sequence B. (Here we used W = 1 √ 3 √ 2 √ 5 and this 68 choice will become clear below.) Thus, for each read we obtained four Nubeam numbers 69 (Nubeam quadruplet) that jointly represent the read (Figure 1a ).
70
For each sample, a collection of reads becomes a collection of Nubeam quadruplets. 71 These quadruplets define a four dimensional empirical distribution, and the genetic distance 72 between two samples can be quantified by the distance between two empirical distributions. 73 We obtain histogram estimates for each collection of quadruplets (Supplementary Material 74 and Methods), and calculate the Hellinger distance between probability mass functions 75 (Methods). We will show that the Nubeam Hellinger distance is highly correlated with 76 genetic distance between two samples.
77 Figure 1 : a. Cartoon of how to obtain Nubeam quadruplet for a read. Convert a read to four binary sequences, turn each binary sequence into a product matrix, and obtain a number from each product matrix. b. Similar binary sequences produce similar numbers. For each simulated binary sequence of length 100, we obtained sequences with 1 or 3 or 10 random mutations, and compare the Nubeam numbers between original sequences and their mutant sequences. c. Regress out GC content from Nubeam numbers of binary sequences. Left: with A as reference (T as reference is similar). Right: with C as reference (G as reference is similar).
Nubeam capitalizes on the non-commutative property of matrix multiplication, so that relative difference before controlling for GC bias and after controlling for GC bias. b) r c = 2.4% after controlling for GC bias and r b = 50.7% before controlling for GC bias for simulation scheme 1. (c) r c = 7.1% after controlling for GC bias vs r b = 78.2% before controlling for GC bias for simulation scheme 2. (d) r c = 4.9% after controlling for GC bias vs r b = 38.6% before controlling for GC bias for simulation scheme 3.
Nubeam includes the K-mer method as a special case 143 We first show that if two binary sequences are different then their corresponding product 144 matrices differ (Proposition 1). By definition of M 0 = ( 1 0 1 1 ) and M 1 = ( 1 1 0 1 ), a matrix 145 right multiplying an M 0 is to add the second column of the matrix to the first, and right 146 multiplying an M 1 is to add the first column to the second. Thus for a given product 147 matrix, one can solve for the binary string using the following algorithm. Let the binary 148 string be b 1 b 2 . . . b l . Compare the columns of the product matrix, pick the large column, if it 149 is the first column then b l = 0 and if it is the second then b l = 1. Subtract the small column 150 from the large column to obtain a new matrix, let l decrease by 1 and repeat the procedure.
151
Because the algorithm is deterministic, the solution must be unique. Thus, two different 152 binary sequences must correspond to two different product matrices. Let F and G be two 153 matrices whose entries are integers, and recall W = 1
and only if F = G (Proposition 2). This is true because any entry in {1, √ 2, √ 3, √ 5} is not 155 a linear combination of the other three entires with rational coefficients (Boreico, 2008) . Figure S3 ). UMAP clustering corroborates hierarchical clustering on big pictures, but for 202 finer details such as outliers we trust hierarchical clustering over UMAP.
203
We first examined the beta-diversity of mapped pseudo-samples ( Figure 5 (a) ). The same datasets using mapping-based methods (Consortium et al., 2012) . 210 We then examined the beta-diversity of unmapped pseudo-samples ( Figure 5 (b) ). Re-211 assuringly, the overall clustering pattern still follows the body habitats. The most striking difference is that vaginal samples intermingled with the nasal samples, which is also evident 213 in Supplementary Figure S3 (b) . Lastly, we examined the beta-diversity of whole samples.
214 Figure 5 (c) showed that the clustering of whole samples are also by body habitats, largely 215 agreed with those of mapped pseudo-samples. Noticeable differences do exist, however, 216 presumably due to unmapped reads. For example, there were only 2 outliers for skin in 217 mapped pseudo-samples, but 8 outliers for skin in whole samples; one Gastrointestinal 218 outlier for mapped pseudo-samples (marked by * in Figure 5 (a) ), distinguished by its 219 unusually high contents (7.5%) of pathogen Shigella spp., was no longer a outlier in whole 220 samples; one skin outlier was clustered with oral mapped pseudo-samples, likely due to its 221 46.1% of Finegoldia magna, an opportunistic pathogen that can be found in skin, oral, gas- for all unmapped reads to produce contigs (minimum length 228 bp) and remapped reads 239 to contigs. To our surprise, 74% of the reads failed to be re-mapped, indicating they are 240 isolated reads; 18% reads can be mapped to contigs with null BLAST results, indicating 241 they are from unknown organisms; only 8% reads can be mapped to contigs from known 242 micro-organisms (according to BLAST results). These results suggested that the sequenc-243 ing depth for vaginal samples in HMP is far from sufficient, and the composition of vaginal 244 microbiome need to be further studied using WGS with sufficient coverage.
245 Figure 6 : Hierarchical clustering of vaginal samples using Nubeam calculated distance matrix is consistent with community state types defined by relative abundance of microbial taxa. The heatmap was generated using relative abundances of microbial taxa, with only the most abundant ones were chosen. The four outlier samples are marked by star. Ward's minimum variance method was used for hierarchical clustering.
The GC content bias is a major sequencing artifact that leads to the dependence between regional 288 coverage and GC content. When the signal of interest is the abundance of reads originating from 289 certain genomic regions, GC content bias is a confounding factor. We correct the GC content bias 290 at the read level by regression. We fit the standard linear regression model y i = Xβ + , where y i 291 is an n × 1 matrix of numbers assigned to reads by a matrix representation system. X is an n × 3 292 matrix of AT-count and GC-count of reads including a column vector of 1. β is a 3 × 1 vector 293 of corresponding regression coefficients including the intercept; is an n × 1 vector of residuals.
294
The residuals were then assigned to reads.
295
Simulating GC content bias 296 We simulated sequencing samples with GC content bias using the following method (Benjamini Let X be a collection of quadruplets. That is, X is an n by 4 matrix. Define Σ = X t X, and 307 perform eigen-decomposition for Σ. The within-sample diversity can be quantified as the sum of 308 eigenvalues (each eigenvalue is non-negative).
309
Distance between two empirical distributions 310 Let X and Y be two collection of quadruplets. We divided samples into bins and obtained {x j } 311 and {y j } as probability mass function for X and Y respectively. The Hellinger distance is defined 312 as H = 1 − j √ x j y j . A detailed algorithm to partition bins in a balanced manner can be 313 found in Supplementary Material and Methods.
314
Human microbiome project samples 315 We downloaded bam files of 754 samples from http://hmpdacc.org/HMSCP/ and extracted reads 316 using samtools. For a sample to be included in the study, it had to pass QC procedure described 317 in http://hmpdacc.org/hmp/HMASM/, which leaves us 690 samples. Five samples had corrupted 318 files and were removed. We further removed 29 samples from body site "other oral" and analyzed 319 a total of 656 samples from 7 body sites. We deduplicated reads by an in-house software based 320 on reads Nubeam numbers. Deduplicated reads were then mapped to human reference genome
